It is hypothesised that the basal ganglia play a key role in solving the problem of action selection. Here we investigate this hypothesis through computational modelling of the primate saccadic oculomotor system. This system is an excellent target for computational modelling because it is supported by a reasonably well understood functional anatomy, has limited degrees of freedom, and there is a wealth of behavioural and electrophysiological data for model comparison. Here, we describe a computational model of the reflexive saccadic oculomotor system incorporating the basal ganglia, key structures in motor control and competition between possible actions. To restrict the likelihood of overfitting the model it is structured and parameterised by the known anatomy and neurophysiology along with data from a single experimental behavioural paradigm, then validated by testing against several additional behavioural experimental data without modification of the parameters. With this model we reproduce a range of fundamental reflexive saccadic results both qualitatively and quantitatively, comprising: the distribution of saccadic latencies; the effect of eccentricity, luminance and 1/41 fixation-target interactions on saccadic latencies; and the effect of competing targets on saccadic endpoint. By investigating the model dynamics we are able to provide mechanistic explanations for the sources of these behaviours. Further, because of its accesibility, the oculomotor system has also been used to study general principle of sensorimotor control. We interpret the ability of the basal ganglia to successfully control saccade selection in our model as further evidence for the action selection hypothesis.
The macroscopic architecture of the model. The main nuclei modelled as brain systems are: basal ganglia (BG), frontal eye fields (FEF), thalamus (Thal), and superior colliculus (SC). Other components include the retina (providing sustained and phasic input) and the saccadic generator (SG) (motor output) which are not modelled in a biologically plausible way. The loops through basal ganglia, defining the architecture, are shown by coloured lines: the cortical loop (through FEF and Thal) in green, and the sub-cortical loop (through SC and Thal) in blue. Connections with arrowheads/filled circles indicate excitatory/inhibitory connections respectively. cortico-thalamic loops, these channels comprise discrete, non-overlapping 84 circuits [11, 12, 20 ]. We will have need to finesses this scheme in the current model, as 85 described in section 2.2. Nevertheless, in broad terms, release of inhibition from basal 86 ganglia to the thalamo-cortical or subcortical target in a channel allows activity in the 87 target to build up and eventually reach a threshold, thereby allowing behavioural 88 expression of the corresponding action. 89 In the oculomotor circuit, there are two principal loops through basal ganglia: a 90 cortical loop originating in FEF [17] , and a subcortical loop originating in SC [18]: see 91
The FEF and SC are described in more detail below, but in the meantime, we 92 note that, their respective loops with basal ganglia interact within a complex of the detailed feature extraction and analysis performed by these visual areas. Another region of cortex that is closely linked with eye movements is the supplementary eye 103 fields (SEF) [24] . However, the SEF are involved only in the programming of sequences 104 of saccades [25] and memory guided saccades [26] [27] [28] . Visually guided saccades, which 105 are our remit here, are unaffected by lesion of SEF [29] and so we therefore omit them. 106 At the neuronal level, the model uses rate-coded leaky integrator units to represent 107 small populations of neurons [30] . In brief, each unit uses a weighted sum of its inputs 108 as the forcing term in a first order dynamical equation with a state variable we call the 109 activation a, 
The model as a whole comprises assemblies of these units in each nucleus. Each 118 assembly is referred to as a 'layer' since, in all cases, there is a retinatopically defined 119 spatial organisation defined by a 50-by-50 unit array (see Fig 3) . Connections between 120 layers comprise a variety of topographic connection schemes, and can be normalised by 121 dividing each weight by the sum of all weights in the connection. We now turn to a provide dopaminergic influence on the inputs to the striatum (SD1 and SD2). Three action channels are shown to illustrate the selection mechanism. The small bar-graphs within each nucleus indicate the level of activity within each channel therein. For example, the channel indicated by the leftmost bar has a high salience (cortical input). The diffuse projection from STN is indicated by the summation symbol (diffuse projection is equivalent to summing channel-wise projections and dispersing focally At the neuronal level, the STN, GPe and SNr have tonic output levels [19, 38, 39] . 156 This is modelled using piecewise linear output functions with positive offsets (see to prevent such erroneous behaviour, we cannot simply prevent saccades close to the representation, which could potentially still be problematic.
264
A clue to how to proceed is supplied by data showing constant fixation activity in 265 the FEF [22] . This implies that it may not be cortical activity at the fovea which is of 266 concern, but rather, its facilitatory influence downstream. Thus, we suggest a 267 mechanism whereby the synaptic strength of the connections between the FEF, and 268 thalamus and striatum, are reduced closer to the fovea. This is done by multiplying the 269 cortico-fugal weights by a factor k(r), where r is the radial distance from the fovea in compacted into this delay, as evidence suggests that while FEF activity is strongly 279 correlated with saccade decisions, LIP activity is not. We therefore assume that 280 accumulation of activity in LIP is a result of the feedback from FEF, where the decision 281 is actually formed. We must also address the lack of motion and other processing in the 282 FEF input. These are omitted as the information is processed in regions which are not 283 on the direct path from the retina to the FEF, and as such will incur greater delays to 284 the information arriving at the FEF. Since decisions are made with low latencies in 285 reflexive saccades we therefore omit this information and simply use the luminance 286 information which can be transmitted most efficiently to the FEF.
287
In contrast, the SC has a low latency, phasic, response to luminance onset and 288 offset [65]. To capture this phenomenon, we introduce a pair of 50-by-50 leaky integrator 289 unit layers with different membrane time constants, and with the more slowly reacting 290 12/41 layer inhibiting its faster counterpart. Both layers take input from the 'world array', and 291 the faster layer responds quickly to the appearance of a prolonged stimulus before it is 292 inhibited by the slow layer, forming a phasic response to the stimulus onset; this is then 293 sent to superficial layer of the SC. It should be noted that we do not assert that this is 294 an entirely separate pathway from the retina to the SC, but simply that tonic responses 295 are not found in the SC superior layers, and it is this feature we seek to reproduce.
296
The retina processes images from a Cartesian 'world array' (Fig 3) and, in doing so, 297
captures the nonlinear topographic mapping from image space to its representation in 298 areas like SC and FEF, in which the fovea (central region around point of gaze) is 299 represented much more densely than the periphery. This is due to inhomogeneity of 300 representation in retina and its subsequent projections to target areas like cortex [74] .
301
However we subsume all such transformations using a single cortical magnification 302 factor (CMF) defined by a function M (E) of the visual eccentricity E. We adopt the
Where M F the foveal magnification, and E 2 is the eccentricity at which the 305 magnification factor has changed by a factor of 2. There are a range of experimentally 306 measured values for E 2 , mostly between 0.1 • and 4 • [76]; we chose a value of 2.5 • .
307
We now turn to the motor output; saccade generation. While there are several 308 biologically realistic neural models of the saccadic generator (SG), their use would 309 require the crafting of appropriate weights from the topographic array of SC neurons to 310 SG. This in turn requires a learning phase which, given the time required to compute a 311 single saccade in the model, would be prohibitively lengthy. Instead, we make use of a 312 simple interpretation of the retinatopic arrangement of SC to determine the putative 313 saccade position. Here, we first transform the retinatopic organisation of the SC to The production of clean saccades, free from artefacts, is dependent on precise signal 319 timing. In particular, it depends critically on the cessation or 'quenching' of target 320 13/41 representations after a saccade has been made. Thus, suppose the target representation 321 in FEF is not quenched rapidly enough after a saccade towards the spatial location it This activity, if expressed strongly enough, has the potential to cause a saccade to the 325 new 'phantom target', as it were. In extremis, the complete failure to reduce the target 326 activity in FEF can result in a rapid succession of so-called 'staircase saccades'. This is 327 not simply a theoretical construct; it can be induced by electrical stimulation of the SC, 328
and is found as a symptom in Parkinson's patients [78] [79] [80] [81] . 329 To correct this pathology requires a post-saccadic inhibition of the target location. Conic section between layers represent spatial pattersn of connectivity weights governed by 2D Gaussians, and cones covering the entire target layer represent all-to-all connection patterns. Cubes represent components that are not implemented in a biological manner. The retinal layers 1 and 2 correspond to the 'faster' and 'slower' reacting layers respectively. They receive an input from a window on the world array, the location of which is determined by the current eye co-ordinates from the saccadic generator (SG). All other abbreviations are described in the text.
The parameters for each layer are shown in Table 1 360 3 Results
361
One of our aims is to discover the mechanistic explanation of a range of reflexive 362 saccadic behaviours, together with the neural responses found in the oculomotor system 363 during saccade production. To this end, we investigated several kinds of stimulus Table 1 . Model parameters: connection strengths, connectivity type, and membrane time constants τ . Abbreviations: G; Gaussian projection connectivity with standard deviation of weights σ. 1-2-1, a-2-a; one to one, all-to-all connectivity respectively. n: normalised connectivity (see text). df: connectivity grows weaker at the fovea see equation (5). m: multiplicative synaptic. E: exponential output function (see text) links described in (4).
paradigm, all of which make use of simple luminance stimuli with limited spatial extent 365 (typically small disks of light) [1, 3] . Trials are usually commenced with a fixation point 366 and, after a period, the fixation point is extinguished and another point (the target point 367 is presented a different location. The time taken from presentation to saccade is the we examine the ability to select between two, simultaneously presented targets [6] . 376 Finally, as well as recording trends of mean RT against independent stimulus variables 377 (like stimulus gap/overlap or eccentricity), much previous research has been directed at 378 uncovering the statistical distribution of RTs for a given parametric setting [3] . The results show that the model can produce similar phasic activity increases related 390
to the target stimulus onset in the FEF, SC, STN, and striatum when performing the 391 same task. These increases are associated with a phasic decrease in SNr activity in cells 392 17/41 whose receptive field contains the target. Activity in the STN at fixation shows an initial period of high activity due to the fixation stimulus, then a period of low activity 394 following the saccade, followed by high activity due to the relocation of the target to 395 fixation. 396 We now seek to explain these results, and thereby their biological counterparts, in These inputs start to induce response in STN and SD1 (Fig 4E,F) . Note that STN In order to explain this pattern of results, we examined the behaviour of several 452 neuron types in the model for a gap of 300ms, a step, and an overlap of 300ms ( Fig 6) 453
The three plots are aligned at the target stimulus onset (t = 0), and the saccade conditions. The key to understanding the reason for this is the STN activity. Recall 456 that STN projections are diffuse so that STN activity originating anywhere in the 457 retinatopic array will make itself felt everywhere else in this array. In, particular, 458 activity in STN at fixation influences SNr activity at the target.
459
In the gap condition, activity in the STN starts to decrease as soon as fixation We replicated this kind of experiment using eccentricities from 3 to 40 degrees. In In order to explain this behaviour we examine several neural responses at a critical 493 stage in developing the saccade (Fig 8) .
494
The behaviour as eccentricity increases can then be explained in the model by 495 considering the competition between two loci of activity generated by the target. The
496
first of these is that in the striatum, which will tend to cause release of inhibition at 497 SNr via the striato-fugal projection from SD1, thereby promoting integration in the 498 cortico-thalamic loop with FEF. The second locus of activity is that in STN, which will 499 tend to prevent selection by increasing activity across all channels in the SNr.
500
We now make a semiquantitative analysis of the contribution of each of STN and 501 SD1, by examining the way in which 'hills' of activity in each nucleus interact with a 502 topographically coincident receptive field (RF) in SNr (Fig 9) . Also shown (in green) is the fixed weight profile for the SNr receptive field from SD1; w max is the maximum weight in this RF. b, similar to a, but with a much wider activity profile, only part of which is shown. c, semiquantitative cartoon diagram of the relative contributions to the SNR RF from SD1 (solid line) and STN (dashed line) as the width of the activity profile (governed by a parameter σ) in each nucleus increases (see text). The points marked 'L' and 'M' indicate values of σ originating from experiments with 'large' and 'moderate' eccentricities respectively.
To proceed, assume the activity profiles are isotropic 2D Gaussian functions with 504 width parameter σ (which is often a reasonably good approximation). Fig 9a shows a   505 1D representation of an activity 'hill' in SD1 with width σ n that ensures the profile is 506 much narrower than the RF weight distribution. For such a narrow profile, the weights 507 don't change significantly over its entire extent, and so we make the approximation that 508 the activity is uniformly weighted by the maximum weight w max of the RF in SNr. The 509 resulting contribution a SD1 (σ n ) to SNr activity will then be proportional to the volume 510 under the Gaussian: a SD1 (σ n ) ≈ kw max σ 2 n . Thus, for small σ, a SD1 (σ n ) is 511 23/41 approximately quadratic in σ with slope kw max σ.
512
Now consider a much wider SD1 activity profile, with width σ w , shown in Fig 9b. 513 However, we assume this has the same peak value, a max , as its narrow counterpart in 514 Fig 9a. For the wider profile we assume that the activity is approximately constant over 515 the RF, so that the contribution a SD1 (σ w ) to SNr activity is given by 516 a SD1 (σ w ) = a max i w i , where the RF is comprised of weights w i . However, SD1 517 projections are normalised so that a SD1 (σ w ) ≈ a max . From the figure it is clear that 518 a SD1 (σ w ) > a SD1 (σ n ), and so a max is an upper bound for a SD1 (σ). Bringing these 519 observations together (for small and large σ), Fig 9c shows a cartoon of a SD1 (σ) (solid 520 line).
521
We now turn to the contribution from STN which projects diffusely and uniformly 522 to SNr with weight w STN . The contribution to SNr activity, a STN , is therefore given by 523 a STN (σ) = k w STN σ 2 , where σ is the width of the STN hill of activity and k plays the 524 same role as k for SD1; if the STN peak activity peak is the same as that in SD1, then 525 k = k. Thus a STN (σ) is also quadratic in σ and, for small values of its argument, it has 526 slope k w STN σ.
527
The preceding analyses may now be combined to compare the contributions a STN (σ) 528 from STN, and a SD1 (σ) from SD1 to SNr activity. While the sum of the weights 529 projecting to an SNr neuron is 2.4 and that for SD1 projection is 1, the much larger RF 530 with respect to the diffuse projection from STN means that w STN w max . Thus, unless 531 k k , then for small σ where the quadratic approximation for SD1 holds, the slope of 532 a SD1 (σ) is much less than its STN counterpart. Further, while the slope of a STN (σ) is 533 monotonically increasing, a STN (σ) itself will only reach the level of a SD1 (σ) beyond the 534 quadratic regime (see Fig 9c ) so for a significant range of σ, a STN (σ) < a SD1 (σ). which accounts for the increased inhibition at SNr. This, in turn, causes a faster rate of 549 accumulation in the cortico-thalamic loop leading to a smaller RT (see Fig 7) .
550
When the target is at the 5 degree eccentricity, the horizontal extent of the hill of that there is no delay between fixation offset and target onset (a step paradigm). The 583 task is to saccade to either target. There is therefore a competition between the them, 584 posing a genuine action selection problem.
585
Typically saccades are either to the individual targets or somewhere in-between in 586 which case it is deemed to be an example of saccade averaging. More precisely, the 587 metric used to report the results is the percentage of saccades outside the 95% paradigm (gap = 0ms) there is also a shift towards lower RT, however there are much 648 fewer saccades within the express saccade region than with the gap paradigm. 649 We have shown that the phasic and persistent pathways in the model produce 650 different distributions of saccades that match the RT distributions of express and 651 regular saccades respectively. This agrees with previous explanations of RT distributions 652 that invoked multiple pathways (e.g.
[88]). However, in contrast to these earlier models 653 which use abstract functional pathways, our model is grounded in the anatomy and was 654 not constructed to describe express and regular saccades per se; these emerge from 655 candidate pathways that occur naturally in the architecture. (There is evidence for a 656 third, slower pathway involving a loop through the prefrontal cortex, or through the 657 ventral stream of the visual system, but this is beyond the scope of our current model). 658
Despite these distinct pathways, we do not find a multimodal distribution of 659 saccades in the unlesioned model. This is not surprising, however, as 60% of recorded 660 data sets found by Gezeck et al [89] showed no bimodality in their analysis. It is 661 therefore possible that the individual differences shown in experimental subjects can be 662 explained by manipulations to the weights in the model, however such an analysis is 663 beyond the scope of this paper.
664
The failure to generate many express saccades in the step condition matches 665 experimental findings, and in our model can be explained using the same mechanism 666 invoked to account for the relative increase in RT in the the step condition (compared 667 to the gap condition). After the fixation point is removed, activity related to fixation 668 still exists in the STN, and this activity decreases the rate with which activity in the 669 cortico-thalamic loop can build and generate a saccade. This results in the suppression 670 of express saccades for the step condition. despite only having been tuned to reproduce simple saccadic step-paradigm behaviour 680 and neurophysiological traces. Moreover, the model is able to provide explanations for 681 these behaviours in terms of the propagation and processing of signals in key brain 682 structures, consistent with electrophysiological data.
683
The model is fairly complex, with many structures and several feedback loops.
684
However, the explanation of some of the behavioural phenomena (such as the 685 'hockey-stick' for RT against eccentricity) rely on a complex interplay between several 686 mechanism that would not be available in a simpler model. Thus, while we don't claim 687 that we have accounted for all contributory mechanisms to all examined phenomena, we 688 do argue that some of these phenomena are intrinsically complex, and require a minimal 689 anatomical veracity to account for them properly. These models should then be treated 690 as 'in silico preparations' which can be continuously 'mined' for explanatory power.
691
Our model is based on a well established anatomical and neurophysiological 692 architecture, however it is pertinent to compare the explanatory power of our model 693 with that of more abstract models of reflexive saccadic eye movements that can be 694 found in the literature. Influenced by field concepts in physics, the dynamic field theory 695 of movement preparation as described by [94] , is a theoretical framework that was 696 devised to explore the generation and modulation of motor signals in the brain. The 697 theory posits that movement parameters are encoded by an activation field that is 698 spatially distributed over some computational space. Under this scheme, both the input 699 supplied to the space, and local dynamic interactions within it, act to shape the 700 evolution of the activation fields and the movements they give rise to. It is no 701 coincidence that this view of action generation maps naturally onto the spatial maps 702 observed within the superior colliculus (and other oculomotor structures). 
